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Event of September

:

Janmastami is celebrated all over India with joy and glee to mark the birth of Lord Krishna. Major
celebrations of Janmastami takes place at midnight as it is said that Lord Krishna was born in this
hour only. Fasting, bhajans, pujas and many other rituals mark the celebrations of Janmastami.
I Play I Learn Centres in the East celebrated the occasion with great zeal and enthusiasm.
Children dressed as Lord Krishna and Radha, performed role play in the Centres.

Teacher's day :
India celebrates Teacher's Day on 5th September every year. To mark the birth of Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan,
a philosopher and a teacher par excellence. His immense contribution towards Indian education system is truly
commendable. On this day, we not only remember the great educationist himself but also honor all the teachers
that have enlightened our life with the light of knowledge and dignity.
Centres in the East, celebrated Teacher's Day to honor the facilitators of I Play I Learn.
The facilitators at I Play I Learn are researchers, tutors, guides and mentors to the little ones who are all set to
explore the colorful and interesting environment. They lead them towards enriching experiences and often follow
the inquisitive minds in their quest for knowledge, reasoning, creative thinking and self-exploration.

Centre Snaps

IPIL Purnadas Road,
Gariahat Centre,Kolkata
Ph. 9330630228,24661729

IPIL Salt Lake AC Block Centre,
Kolkata
Ph. 9331871157,40041847

IPIL Ramkrishnanagar
Garia Centre,
9038975850,32943167

IPIL Lalpur Centre,
RanchiPh.09279501097,0651-2218247

IPIL Survey Park Centre,
KolkataPh.9007206559,65365088

IPIL Andul Road Centre,
HowrahPh. 9007443322,9330158595

IPIL Chapra, Bihar Ph.09852583443,
0615-2245322

IPIL Kankarbagh Centre,
Patna
Ph.09386922161,

IPIL Old Town Centre,
Bhubaneswar, OrissaPh. 09337729302,0674-3296055

IPIL Dibrugarh,
Assam
Ph.09678004672

IPIL Boring Road Centre,
Patna
Ph.0612-3219084

IPIL Behala Centre,
Kolkata
Ph. 990342234

Child Nutrition
Healthy Snacking
Snacks form an important part of a child's food habit. It is an essential source of nutrients and energy. Children who like to eat
candies and chips are deprived of all the essential nutrients which they need to grow up.
It is better for us to remember that fast food or junk food that is readily available in the market is not a good option for nacking.
Healthy snacks include:
= Fresh fruits/juice, salads,
= Cheese and yoghurt,
= Breads, muffins, sandwiches.

For suggestions e-mail at : east.academics@iplayilearn.com
www.iplayilearn.com
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